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Research Statement

My research interests focus on the development and validation of models of recovery in individuals with
chronic disabilities using novel technologies, including wearable sensors and assistive robotics. My previous
research has developed signal processing and machine learning algorithms to extract clinically meaningful
measures of human performance from multimodal biological data for use in monitoring and augmenting
behavior and performance in ambient environments. The central motivating theme of my research

is ambient assisted living: the use of assistive technologies in real–world settings outside of

clinical or laboratory environments to assist people living with disability.

Demographic population changes have led to more people aging into and with disability, placing an in-
creasing burden on society. However, there is currently a lack of evidence pertaining to key determinants of
outcomes after treatment, and the time course of chronic conditions. Targeted use of assistive technologies
will help to bridge this knowledge gap, but will require (1) technical expertise to develop computational
tools to understand relevant physiological data and (2) the practical understanding of the needs of end
users, including patients and clinicians, required to translate research outcomes to practice. My predoc-
toral and postdoctoral research has provided me with strong, cross–disciplinary expertise in mechanical
and electrical engineering, computer science, motor–neurorehabilitation, physical therapy, and movement
science. I will leverage my skills to create novel techniques for understanding biological signals in order
to aid in the development of interventions to improve quality of life, and to translate research findings to
individuals living with chronic conditions.

Predoctoral and Postdoctoral Research

Home–based health monitoring is a novel approach to healthcare for the elderly and others with chronic
disabilities. My doctoral research at MIT focused on lightweight wearable systems for such monitoring.
My research incorporated mechanical design, human factors, smart materials, and electromechanical mod-
eling techniques in the development of a novel wearable powerline communication network for physiological
monitoring that simultaneously transmitted data and power over a shared medium [J5]. I developed and
validated an electrical equivalent model of the transmission modem and medium composed of lightweight
electrically conductive fabric (ECF), modeled its power transmission characteristics using finite element
analysis, and validated the models using simulations and experiments. The system was used to transmit
body pose data over the wearable sensor network and established guidelines for the design of ECF gar-
ments; it was also the first application of ECF as a local power and data transmission medium [J4].

During my postdoctoral fellowship at USC, I continued working on wearable sensing, in the domain of
human robot interaction (HRI) for stroke rehabilitation. I developed an inertial measurement unit (IMU)
and data analysis algorithms for measuring human motion (Figure 1a) [C12]. To validate the algorithms, I
compared sensor measures to subtasks of the Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT), a standard assessment
of functional activity after stroke (Figure 1b). By combining IMU and video camera data, I obtained
estimates for both the timing and functional ability scores of the WMFT using a Näıve Bayes classifier
and clinician rated scores [C10, C11]. In addition, I developed a gesture recognition technique for the IMU
data using Hidden Markov Models (HMM). To discriminate between rehabilitation task inspired gestures,
I segmented IMU motion data using overlapping time windows and computing the Fourier coefficients of
the resulting signals. The use of these classifiers in conjunction with motion data can be extended to
continuous activity monitoring for tracking people’s behavior in the home environment, and developing
measures of long–term recovery.

Moving beyond assessment, wearable sensing can be used to investigate human performance during
therapeutic interventions. My postdoctoral work included the use of the IMUs in a robot–based therapeu-
tic task practice system for individuals poststroke (Figure 1c) [J2, C3–5]. This socially assistive robotic
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(SAR) system has been used to elicit health promoting outcomes in various user populations. Our studies
investigated the influence of robotic behaviors (verbalization and gestures) on the user, and quantitative
measures of performance based on wrist motion data. The framework was used to autonomously guide
task practice in clinical environments, which can lead to the provision of rehabilitation for individuals
who no longer have access to care through their healthcare provider. My ongoing research is investigating
the effects of robot behaviors (through the provision of various types of feedback) on user kinematics and
psychosocial state to facilitate participant self–efficacy after stroke onset.

I next investigated the validity of wearable sensors for capturing kinematic measures of performance
in ambient environments [J1]. Kinematic data regarding motor performance changes provide insight into
recovery after stroke. I have utilized spectral analyses of accelerometer data to predict known kinematic
measures of motor control and efficiency that do not rely on a priori gesture segmentation. By comparing
signal power in various frequency bands, I quantified measures of performance from wrist motion data. The
availability of these novel kinematic measures will allow us to better understand the time course of motor
changes after stroke, providing greater insight into the mechanisms of upper extremity stroke recovery
outside of laboratory and clinical settings, thereby informing the development of future interventions.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: (a) Inertial measurement unit sensor system; (b) Automation of the WMFT assessment; (c)
SAR–based upper extremity motor task practice.

Future Research

I will establish an academic research laboratory focused on the development of methodologies that make use
of wearable sensors and robotic systems to investigate changes in motor control, learning, and performance
in individuals with chronic conditions, including the aging and disability populations. I will use the skills
acquired during my predoctoral and postdoctoral training to target improvement of participant centered
quality of life through technology driven applications. Knowledge of the ways in which individuals behave
in various contexts will illuminate how they perceive their capabilities, whether and how they engage in
meaningful activities, and how they optimize participation in home and community life; it will also allow
for better formulations of interventions and evidence–based rehabilitation strategies. I will also use wear-
able sensors and personal robotic systems to both validate and inspire theoretical models of motivation,
rehabilitation, and the re–integration of these individuals into their communities.
The following systematic approaches, well aligned with recent funding initiatives by the National Insti-
tutes of Health and the National Science Foundation to promote the translation of research findings to the
scientific and clinical communities, will be used:

Capturing long–term performance changes – Temporal changes in motor performance may serve as
“biomarkers” for the potential progression of chronic conditions. For instance, the effects of aging, nonuse
of the hemiparetic limb after stroke, and responses to Parkinson’s Disease medication may result in unique
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motor characteristics that change over various time periods. At the moment, no tools exist to capture the
changes in performance that occur longitudinally over time after the onset of a chronic condition, or after
an intervention is completed. In order to develop models of these processes, we need objective observations
of how individuals progress during their recovery in real–world settings. I will use the spectral analy-
sis measures developed during my postdoctoral fellowship to longitudinally track outcomes of treatments,
which will lead to evidence derived models of people’s responsiveness to therapeutic interventions. Spectral
and kinematic measures can be captured and quantified for epochs of wearable sensor data. I will use the
time evolution of these parameters to characterize behavioral models of change and recovery in response
to specific changes in condition (such as the development of compensatory movements after stroke onset).

Optimizing task practice – Challenging, dynamic, task specific practice is necessary for recovery after
a brain injury. During rehabilitation, the interactions of the user’s psychological and mental state with
practice variables (e.g., provision of feedback, knowledge of results, schedules of practice, contextual in-
terference, practice dose) will determine the efficacy of the intervention. I will investigate the use of these
interactions to elicit clinically meaningful outcomes in individuals poststroke using a SAR framework. I
will develop robot control schemes that dynamically respond to a model of user state generated from the
application of dimensional reduction techniques to multimodal physiological and performance data. Such a
system will provide a user specific challenge level that adapts to user performance in real–time to optimize
learning. The SAR framework will be capable of controlled manipulation of practice variables, which will
yield insights into the role of these variables in therapeutic interventions.

Remotely administered assessments – For chronic conditions, objective evaluation of functional ability
through the use of standardized functional assessments is necessary to understand long–term changes in
ability. Such assessments are typically administered by trained clinicians, and are thus infeasible once
patients have left the rehabilitation setting. To close the knowledge gap created by the lack of standard
measures of performance outside of clinical settings, I will develop tools for the administration of stan-
dard functional assessments in the home setting. I will extend my postdoctoral work to utilize supervised
learning on multimodal sensor data to classify performance according to human rated scores. Using both
existing devices, and new devices I will develop, I will establish the validity and determine the clinical
significance of quantitative sensor measurements of user state in predicting outcomes of standardized func-
tional assessments. This will allow individuals to self administer assessments in the home environment, for
real–time and offline evaluation by health professionals.

The goal of engineering for health science research is to develop new methodologies that take advan-
tage of the power of data driven research. This requires the incorporation and integration of quantitative
engineering techniques, quantitative social science research, and interdisciplinary research teams that use
a variety of tools to solve complex health problems. Through the use of quantitative motion data, spectral
analyses, learning algorithms, and theoretical underpinnings of disability, outstanding research questions
in aging and disability can be approached with methodological, inference driven methods. With my inter-
disciplinary training in engineering and healthcare, I am uniquely suited to address novel problems in this
emerging field.


